
WHO IS ATESTO VANCOUVER?
Atesto Vancouver is a movement with a desire to utilize the power of creative storytelling to bring people 
together and make Jesus known. Atesto Vancouver has organized both gatherings in various theatre venues and 
collaborative events with local churches. Members from different communities are invited to share their stories 
through a range of art forms, including spoken word, dance, songwriting, photography, videography, painting, 
and sculpture. Atesto Vancouver exists to encourage those who are part of the local church to recognize Jesus' 
presence in their stories, along with the significance of sharing these stories and exercising God-given gifts.

A YEAR IN MINISTRY 
•	 4 productions in Vancouver's iconic venues 
at The Cultch, York Theatre, Canada Place and 

Simon Fraser University's GoldCorp Centre for the 
Performing Arts 

•  Over 2000 attended Atesto Vancouver's 
productions 

• Atesto Music's debut EP "Ashes to Gold" has 
seen over 500 copies sold and 4000 streams on 

Spotify  

WHY STORYTELLING?
Stories connect people, gathering communities closer together through relational experiences and authentic 
relationships.  Stories engage listeners and "fulfill a profound human need to grasp the patterns of living - not 
merely as an intellectual exercise, but within a very personal, emotional experience."1 Atesto Vancouver is 
rooted in that experience and  is committed to transforming creative thinking into a medium recognized by 
audiences today. Atesto Vancouver wants to empower, encourage and unify the local church to use individual's 
creative gifts to make God famous and inspire a generation to create. 

1 Storytelling that moves people (2003). Harvard Business Review
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WHO MAKES UP ATESTO VANCOUVER?
Atesto Vancouver is a ministry, solely supported 
and run by young creative volunteers from various 
churches across the Lower Mainland who come 
together to create, share and exercise their gifts 
for their community.
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